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Itty Bitty Rugs
Liz Gipson

Know-how fo
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Rigid Heddle W
eaver

Weft-faced fabrics are a family of weaves where the weft entirely covers the 
warp. It is a dense, sturdy weave structure often used in rugs and tapestries. 
These fabrics are woven on an open sett and the weft is packed firmly so all 

you see is the weft yarns. This is one of the few weaves where using a strong beat is a 
good thing! 

You can compact the weft so it covers the warp by just using the rigid heddle. Using a 
tapestry beater or fork will assist in packing the weft further. The harder you pack the 
weft, the clearer the colors and the denser the fabric.

Yarn 8/4 Carpet warp, 1,680
yd/lb; weft of choice

Tools Rigid-heddle loom with
at least an 8" weaving width,
8-dent rigid heddle, shuttle

Warp 85 yds 

Warp Ends 55

Warp Length 55" (includes 
30"
loom  waste (10" used between
sample and project), 10" for
sampling, 15" for project).

Width In Reed 7"

EPI (Ends Per Inch) 8 

PPI (Picks Per Inch) Varies 
depending on weft choice and
how you pack the warp

Specs
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ALTERNATING COLORS Alternating light and 
dark wefts is the simplest way to create weft-
faced patterns. This technique is often used in Rio 
Grande-style weaving. 

“Lights” and “Darks” are used to describe yarns 
that stand out from one another. 

PATTERNS FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
L= “light yarn”  D= “dark yarn”
In this example, the “light” is the gray weft seen 
here as background and the “dark” is the teal seen 
as the visible pattern.

Dots
2 lights, 1 dark, 2 lights

Lines
2 lights, 2 darks, 2 lights

Columns
1 light, 1 dark

Stripes
3+ lights, 3+ darks

Closed Columns
2 dark, *1 light, 1 dark* (*repeat as many times as 
desired), end with 2 dark

Offset Columns
*1 light, 1 dark, 1 light, 1 dark, 1 light, 2 darks* 
repeat 2 more times for a total of 3 repeats

Patterns
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Weft-faced weaves often require that you change your colors frequently.  Instead of using a “tail-tuck” 
join, I prefer to either carry my working yarn up the selvedge or use the ply-splitting method.

Ply Splitting This method involves splitting the yarn tail in half, then using the split to create a seamless 
transition from one yarn to the next. Shown here is the join used to start a new color. It can also be used to 
end a color.

Joins

Carry Nonworking Weft You don’t have to end a 
color each time you start a new one. The nonworking 
weft can be carried along the selvdge. 

Lay the nonworking weft so it lines up with the 
selvedge. If the selvedge is up, then the working 
yarn is passed under the selvedge and the 
nonworking yarn. If the selvedge is down, then the 
working weft is passed over the selvedge and the 
nonworking weft. 

The disadvantage of this method is it can build up 
bulk at the selvedge.

Step 1: Slit the tail of the new color about 6 inches. 
You can do this by separating the plies or, if using 
a singles yarn, untwist the yarn and split in half 
with an embroidery needle. 

Step 2: Open the next shed. Lay in the new weft 
allowing the tail split to enter the shed for about an 
inch. Bring one half of the split out of the shed. 

Step 3: Press the weft into place with your heddle. 
Open the same shed. Tuck the half tail back into 
the shed, being sure to wrap around the selvedge 
and bring it out 2 warp ends from the other tail. 
Press into place.

Step 1 Step 2 

Step 3 
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Philippine Edge This is a quick and secure finish. To work, hold the first 2 warp 
ends under tension. Wrap the 3rd end around the first two and snug it up to the 
edge of the fabric (photo 1). Once snug, bring it back down so it lines up with the 
other warp ends. 

Move the work 1 warp end over, so that you are now tensioning the 2nd and 
3rd yarns—1 from the previous pair, and the yarn that was just used to wrap the 
previous set. Use the 4th end to wrap around these 2 ends. Continue working in 
this manner until you have worked across the warp (photo 2).

You will have 1 thread left at the end that is not encased. Bury this end in the fabric 
and trim flush with the surface. 

Finishings

Set Up Place the rug on a flat surface, and weight it with 
a book. Using small sharp scissors, carefully cut away 
half the header. This will keep your weft from drifting 
out of position as you work. Work the first half of your 
finish, then remove the rest of the header. 

Woven Edge This is a tidy edge that creates a fringe-free finish. It can be 
worked from the middle out in either direction resulting in a braid on all 
four corners, or from one edge to the other resulting in a braid on only 
two corners. A pair of tweezers is useful in working this finish.  

Hold 4 ends under tension, pinch your tweezers closed, and needle 
weave them through the ends under, over, under to create a shed. Grab 
the 4th end with the tweezers, pull it through the shed (photo 3), and 
snug it up against the edge of the cloth. Lay this end down on the fabric 
out of the way of the other ends. 

Tension the next 4 ends and work the same under, over, under sequence. 
Continue working in this manner until you reach the end of the fabric 
(photo 4).

Braid the last three ends to desired length. 

Using a sharp needle, thread each warp end and bury each end in the 
cloth (photo 5). Trim the ends flush with the rug.  See “Patterns” for an 
example of the completely worked finish.

Photo 3 

Photo 4 

Photo 5 

There are many ways to finish off your rugs. Here are two of my favorites, one super simple and one a 
bit more complex.

Photo 1  

Photo 2 
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Repeats Weaving is an angular craft. We work inside a grid and within this grid there is a lot of 
patterning potential. When thinking about stripes, blocks and plaids, I have a simple design trick to 
decide how to lay them out. It is based on the beauty of mathematics and natural law.

Fibonacci Series
This numbering sequence was named after an Italian mathematician who introduced this concept to 
Western European mathematics. He used it to describe how rabbits multiply.  It also shows up in other 
natural phenomena, such as branching in trees. It is easy to determine and appears harmonious to the 
eye.

It starts with 1 and then you add the two proceeding numbers to get the next number. Here is what that 
looks like:

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, etc.

It start with 0+1=1, then 1+1=2, followed by 1+2=3, and so on.  

You can use this series to determine the size of your stripes, mixing and matching according to your 
design, following the formula to achieve harmony. 

For instance, if I use ¼’’ as my “1”, I can build my stripes on this unit using the same principle ¼’’, ½’’, 
¾’’, 1¼’’, 2’’. 

In this rug, I used 1, 2, and 3 as my series. 

“Art . . . consists of putting the right thing in the right place.”
 --Georgia O’Keeffe

The way artists and designers achieve stunning results is not by making one glorious work, but by 
doing the same thing over and over and over again, tweaking each successive version until they have 
a version they like. This is what I encourage you to do with your minirugs. They are quick to work up 
and allow you to iterate until you achieve just the results you are looking for. 

Design Tips
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Choosing color is either a weaver’s greatest joy or 
biggest pain point. Reading up on color theory is 
helpful, but you don’t have to know a lot to pick 
pleasing combinations. 

One very easy way is to pick colors in a photograph, 
painting, or even advertisements that have interesting 
color combinations, and use them to build a color 
palette.

Select the yarns that best match the image or palette 
by laying them on top of the image and see how they 
harmonize with the colors in the photo. 

Then do a few yarn wraps. To make a yarn wrap, 
wind the yarn around a 1’’ piece of white cardboard 
in the approximate proportion you would use them 
in the warp. Shown here are wraps worked in an 
asymmetrical stripe using the Fibonacci Series. 

For weft-faced weaves, such as tapestry, the wraps will 
give you a pretty good idea how the colors will look in 
the final cloth. For other weaves where the warp and 
weft are interlacing in different ratios, you get different 
color perspectives depending on the proportion of 
warp to weft and fiber type. Keep in mind that shiny 
silk reflects color differently than a low-luster wool. 
The colors will further shift during wet finishing. 

Create a Cartoon
It can help to make a paper model of your rug, towel, placemat, etc. with your designs sketched out to make 
sure that you find them pleasing to the eye. 

Sample
Sampling is the best way to avoid surprises and to see if your ideas on paper will work off the loom. Think 
of sampling as risk management. I would rather take the time to weave a sample and use a little yarn, than 
warp up my entire loom and decide that my choices aren’t going to work out as I hoped.  

Color

Sketch, then Swatch
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There are many ways to create shapes. This 
is one of the simplest and a good way to start 
experimenting with tapestry techniques.

Using 2 colors and 2 shuttles (or butterflies) open 
a shed. Each color is brought into the shed from 
a different selvedge—one right, one left. At the 
desired place within the warp, stop and bring 
both yarns out of the shed. Change sheds. Bring 
the yarns back through the new shed towards the 
respective selvedges. 

Making Shapes

Design Tip for Creating Asymmetrical Designs

Creating symmetrical designs—elements that mirror each other—
is the easiest way to create pleasing designs. Plaids and checks 
are perfect examples. If you want to create an asymmetrical 
design, this is my favorite trick. It is based on the mathematical 
principle called the Golden Mean. 

The Golden Mean or Golden Ratio is a means of dividing a unit 
of measure, such as a warp lenght, in such a way that the smaller 
unit is to the larger unit as the larger unit is to the whole. 

Visually, it looks like the drawing to the right. To determine this 
ratio, you need the magic number, which is 1.618. (Technically, 
1.6180339887. . . . , but 1.618 is close enough for our purposes.)  It 
is helpful to translate this to a decimal of .618. If “x” is the whole, 
then [x] times .618 is the asymmetrical sweet spot.

I used this principle to design the handbag at right. To apply 
the Golden Mean, I multiplied by final desired length 8.5" (half 
the bag) by the Golden Mean of .618 to arrive at 5.25".  This is 
determine the size of the large red block. 

Then I took my remaining space of 3.25" (8.5 - 5.25) and 
multiplied by .613 for a second measurement of approximately 
2".  Since we can’t always get down to the precise measurement, 
I recommend rounding up or down to the nearest quarter inch.  I 
used this measurement to determine the placement of the small 
brown square. 


